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                verything sucks. You’ve heard it before, elsewhere. You can read it, if 
not explicitly, in the sucky-suck permeating the culture. Maybe you can even feel 
it: the life we live is crumbling, our cities, minds and vibes are in ruins. During 
my wound-licking sojourn, well, preparation, well, three-year strategy meeting, 
well, abstinence from public life....I holed up in a swim-up bungalow just south 
of the eastern most beach on an island exactly 12 miles from Miami with nothing 
but seasons 1-11 of Frasier on Blu-Ray, the 1080p back catalog on my iPod and a 
sinking, numbing, panicked impression that my existence––well, our existence––
was flattening.

Some of you have been left waiting for the third installment of the icecreamist for 
over three years now. For that, I apologize. But, you must know, it hasn’t been 
easy for me either. I’ve watched the world around me melt into a puddle of sticky, 
boring, relentlessly expendable, terrified, terrifying, aimless, decaying, self-im-
portant backwash. With this much at stake, I thought, what was the use in sifting 
through the cultural detritus for the ICECREAM? What was the point, if mere 
creation, ubiquitous or fiercely guarded, implied complicity in the system?

But then, halfway through my second reading of Glamorama, I realized what was 
actually at stake: nothing. I finally asked myself what everyone ought to ask when 
presented with anything: who cares?

And while this moment of epiphany freed me in a sense, it also brought me to a 
worse state than my prior misunderstanding: I got it now, and I got that nothing 
could be done.

So where does that leave us?

Well, if you believe in a life lived by the icecreamist’s principles, then you have 
one true option: toughen up.

Welcome back to ICECREAM. Welcome to HARDICECREAM.
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™

––the icecreamist herself, winter 2016
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Reviews
Green Zebra tomatoes
Considered by some a “modern heirloom,” the green 
and yellow striped golf ball-sized Green Zebra is full 
of sweet and earthy bite––juicy and tangy, it is concen-
trated tomato je ne sais quoi. It’s also got nice texture 
(never mealy) and can make a convincing hand-fruit: 
cut a few Zebras into quarters and you’ve got the sort 
of rustic snack ’gram likes are made of (not that you 
care about that sort of thing). Since they stay green even 
when ripe, you really have to go by feel. Grow your 
own. 

8 Scoops

Adidas

The (in)visible hand of Adidas (“stylized as” adidas––spare 
me) is evidently more powerful than it initially seemed. Really, 
when did everyone decide Adidas was going to be The Thing 
all of a sudden, and then make it stick…and stick…and con-
tinue to stick? It’s seriously enough already. If I have to see one 
more pair of Stan Smiths or Superstars in person, online or on 
TV (the 2015 VMAs were beholden to Adidas to a previously 
unheard-of degree), I’m going to scream until my eyeballs ex-
plode. It’s embarrassing. It’s over. O-V-E-R. But, alas, it clearly 
isn’t in reality and so, somehow, one of the lamest brands on 
earth has convinced everyone (at no small cost to itself, I as-
sure you) that they are not only fashionable but sport-grade and 
culture-savvy and up for anything. Am I alone in thinking/feel-
ing that Adidas buying its way to the top (endless hip-approved 
collaborations, endless tacit but costly endorsements, endless 
contracts, endless not-quite-there product launches) are not only 
depressing but also not really working? For all their current and 
steady and even growing ubiquity, I have the overwhelming 
sense that no one really gives a fuck about Adidas the brand. No 
one is very interested in what Adidas is doing, short of a couple 
very specific and very vetted and highly visible products. It’s 
this shortsighted all-eggs-in-one-basket mentality that’s so 
problematic to me. It smacks of sad epiphany on Adidas’s part. 
At best, the company has struck gold in a right-place, right-time 
scenario; at worst, they’ve just spent and spent and spent until 
it’s sort of perceived out of the corner of the collective eye that 
they’re cool right now. That they’re having a moment. Brands 
this big shouldn’t want to have a moment. And don’t get me 
wrong: the shoes suck, too. Sure, one out of every 10 people 
you see in a pair of scuffed Stan Smiths makes them look great, 
but that is so beside the point it may as well prove the point. 
And the point is: Adidas is not cool. And never will be. Their 
recent influx of cool (so unearned and yet so obviously worked-
for) only shows that their true domination is impossible. Look 
around: this is as good as it’s going to get.

0 Scoops

Every Starbucks in the world 
Every Starbucks in the world is better than whatever shitty little 
neighborhood bean roaster you “swear by.” You’re missing the 
point if you think otherwise. You’re forgetting where you came 
from. You’re forgetting where we all came from. What we want 
in life: comfort, kindness, acceptance, ease, certainty. 

10 Scoops



Dean Blunt - “Black Metal” and 
“Babyfather”
That cover. That total disregard for the listener. Black Metal is a jour-
ney––It’s a landscape––It’s a construction site in a busy metropolitan 
area––It’s a drizzle and then a lightning storm––It’s a drone strike 
during a warehouse party––It’s a revelation, baby! Put on a baseball 
cap, lie down, close your eyes and take it alll in. This record takes you 
places. From the beginning notes of “LUSH,” you are off and have noo 
idea where you will end up (maybe you even recognize those notes, 
good for you). You’re carried along fairly comfortably for the first 
half of the record––it kind of sounds like The Redeemer, that is to say 
it sounds acoustic and oddly folk, but sort of flat (matte black??) and 
almost medieval sometimes but always with deep weirdness lurking 
underneath––until the 13-minute repeated’n’clipped “FOREVER” jars 
you back into ““““reality”””” and real uncharted Blunt-waters. “FOR-
EVER” ushers in an entirely different half of the record: it’s noisier; 
it’s drone. “COUNTRY” is the harshest track here––undulating with 
an uncomfortable mixture of plucked sounds, shrieky ‘ture and Mac-
Book volume-up button clicks. Blunt is heavily toying with rap tropes 
(“5-0 comin’ and they know my name,” from “50 CENT,” “riding 
through these streets I’m strapped up with my nina,” from “MOLLY 
& AQUAFINA,” more) throughout Black Metal. The investigation-as-
appropriation is enlightening and seems pushing at something almost 
close at hand. His vocals are clear but the meaning is sometimes buried. 
His cadence never varies and the flatness of his voice lends the words 
a cool, cultural-cipher quality. An online-only and now probably long-
gone stop-gap release from mid-2015 (do not sleep), Babyfather is 
perhaps the most direct of Blunt’s many, many releases. It is of a piece 
with Black Metal: both records share a looped dark-pop sound and a 
major focus on rap culture. But there is a cutoff urgency to Babyfather 
that is unlike Black Metal’s urban sprawl. Both records literally and 
metaphorically demand your attention. Blunt’s final message is unclear 
until it really isn’t.

10 Scoops

Viva Radio
Put this on whenever. Does anyone listen to Viva Radio? It’s on-
line (viva-radio.com), but seems a million years older and more 
analog than anything else the unwashed masses are listening 
to via subscription-only app. Constant (free) streaming, well-
themed and actually heartfelt curation. Listen for a long time 
and you may not even hear anything you recognize, but you may 
learn something. And the thing about finding out about music for 
the first time: once you hear you, you’ve heard it. How special is 
that? A far cry from the derogatory 2008-era American Apparel 
(RIP) hipsterism that bore it. It’s hip, period. You know how you 
can tell? Because no one cares. Trade secret, Mr. President.

6 Scoops

Saint-Felix de Castelmaure rosé
Yeah, rosé isn’t really a wintertime thing, but picture this and 
prepare yourself for summer: a pleasant and sloping backyard; a 
very fine and not yet objectionable layer of haze hangs in the sky 
as “Grapevine Fires” wafts from outdoor speakers. You eat grilled 
shrimp, sausage form New Orleans, pasta salad, mixed greens 
with blueberries, bleu cheese and dark vinaigrette. “The World 
Moves On” now softly plays as you pour another glass. Stock up.

7 Scoops



Luscious Jackson - “Fever In Fever 
Out”
Echoing and sheer, thin but clanging. Everything sounds like it’s sag-
ging under its own frankly sleight weight. Like the parts of every song 
were poured out onto a table made of mesh screen. The palette here is 
languid but colorful and controlled. Shakers, bongos, squeaks, synth, 
blown-out acoustic house, vibraphone, slinking drums, loose-stringed 
guitars. The vocals are that 1990s female smoky deadpan. Sultry in 
quotation marks. 1996. It all hangs. Works on a lowkey family dinner, 
or a smooth car ride. Or, you know, wherever people have ears, but 
don’t make me laugh. Buy it when you see it in the dollar bin. Also buy 
from the dollar bin: Fiona Apple’s Tidal and When the Pawn…; Aimee 
Mann’s Whatever and I’m With Stupid; Tori Amos’ Little Earthquakes 
and Under the Pink; Sheryl Crow’s self titled album and the Magnolia 
soundtrack.

9 Scoops

Chase Bank locations
Chase locations are never far and always close. They seem to not 
exist at all until you need one and begin to look around. Then 
there it is, appearing like a mirage on the horizon of whatever 
street in whatever city you happen to find yourself on: the bright 
blue and sturdy almost joke-futurist font and camera shutter-like 
logo seeming to your harried brain like a beacon of hope (pure 
convenience and reliability is our only hope). A Chase Bank is an 
outpost, a safe house, a calm haven in the increasingly fractured 
world. The Starbucks of Banks. And if you think the icecreamist 
has taken an especially corporate-positive turn, congratulations: 
you have a fucking brain.

8 Scoops

David Hockney’s iPad art
icecreamist favorite David Hockney, 78, has, for the past several 
years, been painting pieces on an iPad, mostly landscapes and 
still-lifes. Grasses, trees, flowers, mountains, parks, wet roads. 
He creates the paintings in the Brushes app using a stylus and 
prints them out via a very large inkjet printer. The results are 
beautiful and have a digital lightness to them, a sort of smeared, 
primary look, unlike anything else. The work maybe most 
resembles watercolors, but smoother and thicker. The inherent 
gloss of the pieces has proven divisive: questions of whether 
or not the iPad paintings “qualify as art” have been deliciously 
raised “by critics.” Hockney, it seems, couldn’t care less and 
in fact has always embraced technology in his art-making. The 
pieces are also unmistakably the work of David Hockney––
unique in their content, palette and technique. The iPad paint-
ings have appeared at Pace Gallery, Salts Mill and Fondation 
Vincent van Gogh.

7 Scoops

Method Green Tea + Aloe
hand soap
The hand soap of choice at almost every Lower Manhattan café. 
It smells startlingly good. Clean, soft, sharp, sweet. If you have it 
in your own home’s bathroom, you will subconsciously want to 
wash your hands all the time and then remember as soon as you 
do that’s it’s because of this soap. Good?

4 Scoops







NET 
WORTHS
NET WORTHS
Jimmy Buffett $450m
Karl Lagerfeld $125m
Jeff Bezos $43.5b
Jerry Seinfeld $800m
Taylor Swift $240m
Miley Cyrus $160m
Justin Bieber $200m
Macklmore $18m
Justin Timberlake $200m
Drake $75m
Kesha $40m
Sky Ferreira $1m
Rihanna $140m
Katy Perry $200m
Nicki Minaj $60m
Kanye West $130m
Kim Kardashian $85m
Kendall Jenner $6m
Kylie Jenner $5m
Caitlyn Jenner $100m
Kris Jenner $40m
Brody Jenner $10m
Emma Watson $60m
Meryl Streep $65m
Ellen DeGeneres $330m
Chris Pratt $30m
Christian Bale $80m
Jessica Chastain $12m
Bradley Cooper $100m
Alec Baldwin $65m
Paul Thomas Anderson $50m
Quentin Tarantino $100m
Elon Musk $12.9b
Tim Cook $400m
Tina Fey $45m
Amy Poehler $18m
Will Ferrell $100
Fiona Apple $10m
Future $4m
2 Chainz $6m
Big Sean $12m
Louis C.K. $25m
Kelsey Grammer $60m
Stephen Colbert $45m
Larry David $400m
A$AP Rocky $3m

Judd Apatow $90m
Paul Rudd $25m
Tim Heidecker $1.5m
Barack Obama $12.2m
Lauren Conrad $25m
Cara Delevingne $12m
Tiger Woods $600m
Michael Jordan $1b
LeBron James $300m
Serena Williams $140m
Venus Williams $75m
Rafael Nadal $120m
Jay Z $650m
Beyoncé $450m
Mick Jagger $360m
Paul McCartney $1.2b
Jonah Hill $30m 
Kiefer Sutherland $65m
Leonardo DiCaprio $245m
George Clooney $250m
Brad Pitt $240m
Robert Downey, Jr. $220m
Joaquin Phoenix $25m
Robert DeNiro $200m
Martin Scorsese $70m
Francis Ford Coppola $250m
Sofia Coppola $20m
Spike Jonze $40m 
Spike Lee $40m
Matthew Weiner $25m
Toby Keith $345m
Tim McGraw $85
Luke Bryan $47m
Blake Shelton $60m
Garth Brooks $190m
Ryan Seacrest $330m
Pharrell Williams $105m
Dr. Dre $810m
Kelly Ripa $100m 
Jeremy Piven $15m
Bernard Arnault $37.2b
Anna Wintour $35m
Jeremy Scott $2m
Tom Ford $70m
Marc Jacobs $100m
Bret Easton Ellis $200k
Jonathan Franzen $10mSource: celebritynetworth.com



       

                                                   says we should go night 
swimming. Says he wants to. So he’s prying open the sliding-
glass door, pulling me through the opening, across the damp 
oaken deck, down the stairs, through the tall grasses, shape-
shifting in the breeze, toward the place where land meets 
water to go night swimming. Trent is a little ways ahead of 
me, now and again reaching back for my hand, mock-tugging 
me along with his left, lighting the joint wedged between his 
lips with his right, smirking.
 As far back as I can remember Trent, I see that smirk. 
Crooked upper lip enveloping the lower. The way it makes 
his eyebrows perk. His cheekbones pop. How it’s cute. How 
it’s not. It embodies everything I’ve ever known about him—
every habit, like, dislike, the sound of his voice, his taste in 
clothes, the birthmark on his inner right thigh, the fact that his 
mother is unstable, couldn’t afford a private school, is in debt, 
will remain in debt, shouldn’t have sent him in the first place, 
he doesn’t want to be there, I don’t know if I want him to be 
there, I don’t know if I want to be there. I’m thinking about 
these things when the water, sharp and salty, stings my nos-
trils.
 “What a night,” Trent is repeating between drags, 
turning in circles, arms outstretched. I’m nodding, I think. 
He looks beautiful without a shirt. Skin tucked tightly around 
the peaks of his abs and chest. Triceps flexing every time he 
grasps for my hand. I’m in my underwear and an oversize T-
shirt. Neither of us are wearing shoes.
 I hear the bay boat before I see it, a silhouette against 
the graying horizon. It spits water as it skirts the shore, con-
tinuing out of sight. Now it’s just Trent’s voice and the in-
sects, both consistent, droning. The house lights are fading 
behind us. Inflated clouds hang heavy overhead. The beach 

Trent A
Night 
in
Montauk



is more stone than sand, all caked together from rain showers 
that came and went earlier this evening. We were inside then. 
I took a few Lexapro, drank some cabernet, was gazing at my 
bedroom window—the pane, speckled with water—and Trent 
kept asking if I wanted to have sex. He was kissing me, but I 
didn’t kiss back much. He climbed on top of me, opened my 
legs, whispering, “Oh, Callie, baby,” and I thought about what 
I could whisper back and was so caught up in that that he had 
my underwear off and was thrusting himself inside of me and, 
honestly, it was over before anything came to mind. After, ly-
ing next to me, running his fingers through my hair, saying he 
liked it better last summer when it was short. I was thinking 
about the metallic aftertaste of the cabernet, about how unex-
pected it was.
 Earlier today we had lunch at a place in East Hampton 
called Salon. I drove Mom’s Range Rover; she and David 
haven’t been around, and Trent rode the train to Long Island. 
I had the dry-aged duck breast with the gratin dauphinois. 
It was fine. Trent had a cheeseburger, well-done. We talked 
about one of our professors, Professor Bartram, and how he 
was probably a pervert and earlier this year, on two separate 
occasions, overturned both of his S-Classes because he was 
supposedly stoned on woolie, and depressed, which is kind 
of besides the point. I wondered if his non-tenure-track con-
tract would be renewed, and Trent said he heard it would be, 
and I said, “Oh, OK,” and we left the restaurant and, half-
way back to the house, realized we didn’t tip, which made 
Trent smirk. Today is our six-month anniversary, or close to 
it. Jessie came over after we got back. Mom and David still 
weren’t home; Trent had to “take a call.” She and I opened 
two bottles of David’s cabernet from the cellar and smoked 
a couple joints and basically laughed a lot and had fun. Jes-
sie’s really despondent, even suicidal, she said, about having 
to spend another summer out here with her parents. I told her 
I know, it’s a drag, I’d rather be in the city, summer’s almost 

over, thank Christ; she agreed, cried a lot about Stephen who 
apparently hooked up with her one friend, a girl from Stony 
Brook, not somebody I know, and how Stephen hasn’t told 
her yet, but she’s imagining how the whole thing’s going to 
go down when she goes back to school in two weeks, which 
is going to suck, because public universities suck, and she’s 
pretty embarrassed about being there in the first place, and 
might transfer to Bard. I told her I’m thinking about not go-
ing back to school altogether, maybe moving to live with my 
cousin in Santa Monica, maybe not, probably not because 
David already paid fall tuition; then again, I think Mom has 
been seeing someone else (taking calls/leaving at odd hours, 
wearing new clothes, all designer brands/etc.), and you never 
know how much longer David will be around. Jessie said that 
sounded nice and drove home.
 I’m hitting the joint—it’s skunky and poorly rolled—
telling Trent that, most of the time, I feel like a bug in amber. 
He’s saying, “That’s pretty deep,” skipping rocks along the 
water, or trying to, telling me to take my shirt off. I tell him 
I’m not wearing a bra; he says, “Your point being?” and I say 
OK and take my shirt off. I lay it on a weathered log nearby, 
and when I turn around Trent is on top of me, eyes beaming. 
His hand is going down my underwear, two fingers hooking 
inside. I’m buckling, fumbling the joint, doubling back onto 
the log. He follows, dropping to his knees in the sand, smirk-
ing.
 The water is stronger than I expected. Wind is pick-
ing up, carrying waves, clouds, dandelions, birds’ wings. Pale 
light from the waxing moon breaks through tiny holes in the 
sky. Everything outside of me smells alive.
 “I love you, baby,” Trent says, wiggling out of his 
shorts, hoisting me from the log, hands wrapped around my 
waist. I’m nodding back eagerly, wishing I had taken one 
more Lexapro, drank one more glass of cabernet. Trent’s 
wading into the black water, me with him. It feels like bath 



water on my skin. Almost nostalgic. But the waves are com-
ing in walls. I can’t get steady. I can’t brush the bottom with 
my toes. Can’t make out the house lights at all. Can’t even tell 
which way is the house.
 Trent is floating on his back, smirking, asking if he can 
borrow Mom’s Range Rover tomorrow.
 “What for?” I say.
 “Huh?”
 “What for?” this time louder, over the lapping waves.
 “Well, if it’s that big of a deal,” he says, not finishing 
the thought.
 “Trent... Trent, I’m really tired.”
 “You’re fine, baby.”
 “No, really, I don’t feel well. I think I—”
 “It’s the weed and the wine.”
 “Trent, I—”
 “Baby, come on.” He’s splashing water at me, smirk-
ing. I think about splashing back but don’t. I remember I have 
a “phone appointment” with my therapist tomorrow at 3 p.m. 
I remember I decided, earlier today, to not take the call.
 Steadily, we’re being whisked away from shore, water 
hissing all around us. Trent is unbothered, cresting then crash-
ing, weightless, sort of side-stroking, sort of letting the water 
carry him farther out. “What a night,” he’s repeating. Several 
waves surge between us. I’m trying to follow, but there’s 
mist in my eyes, slowing me, exhausting my shoulder and leg 
muscles.
 “Callie!” Trent says from somewhere.
 I’m idling, thinking about pedaling toward his voice, 
about trying harder, but a wave swells under me, and I rocket. 
My stomach drops out of my body. My skull empties, all but 
for a dull ache. I imagine going higher and higher, cutting 
through the cloud ceiling, still higher, East End shrinking and 
disappearing entirely from view. But the wave gives out, and 
I plummet at least ten, twelve, fifteen feet, jettisoning un-

der water. Liquid shoots up my nose and down my throat. It 
might as well be fire. I open and close and open and close my 
eyes but it makes no difference. Flapping my arms. Turning 
over and over. I get my bearings. I sense the magnetic pull of 
the surface and flail toward it.
 As I breach, another, smaller wave explodes nearby, 
lurching me forward. I feel pebbles below my feet again and 
use energy I didn’t know I had to trudge onto the beach, col-
lapsing onto my backside, pulling my knees into my chest, 
coughing and rocking.
 At some point, my vision returns. Focuses. I’m looking 
out at the water. I’m looking out at the water but can’t see any 
farther than about thirty feet out, where the ocean and hori-
zon blend into a canvas of night. Hungry waves fold into one 
another, infinitely receding. No sign of Trent.

 

• • •

      had a dream last night about the dog Dad bought for Ol-
ivia and me when Olivia was seven and I was five. It was din-
ner time, Dad was late, Mom was worried, then in he comes 
with a box, and out of it, before he’s hardly through the kitch-
en door, hopped a tiny German Shepherd—sort of ruining the 
surprise, I think is what Dad thought at the time, but I think, 
in hindsight, made it better. We named the dog Butch. Butch 
was a very nice dog. Butch got hit by a Jeep when Olivia was 
ten and I was eight. In my dream, Butch came to this house, 
David’s house, and was trying to get inside. He pawed every 
door knob, every window latch. I couldn’t let him in, was 

I



resigned to a bird’s-eye view of the whole scene. Eventually, 
Butch gave up and trotted to a small tree in the front yard, 
where he buried the burlap sack he had been carrying in his 
mouth. At 4:26 a.m., I woke and went out to the front lawn, 
finding my way with the flashlight on my iPhone. I reached 
the tree, dropped to my knees, rested the phone against the 
trunk and started clawing into the dirt with my hands. Tears 
streamed down my cheeks. My nails cracked and bloodied. In 
the dream, I found the sack; it was full of Butch’s teeth. This 
morning, I found nothing.

• • •

                               sitting on the beach, perched atop jag-
ged stones, peering into the distance. I’m telling myself, out 
loud, I’m OK. I lie back, but the rocks hurt my head, so I sit 
and then stand. I pace around a while, thinking about my bed, 
thinking about sleeping, thinking about where Mom and Da-
vid are, if it even matters. I think about the night I met Trent, 
about the stupid movie we saw, the way he looked at me in 
the dark, images from the screen, action scenes, reflected in 
his eyes.
 A couple gulls screech by, gliding over the water and 
into the night. If only I could join them. I wonder where 
they’re going, why they’re going where they’re going, long 
after they’ve disappeared. I think about shouting a boy’s 
name. That’s when the clouds unfurl, and rain pummels the 
beach. So I find my shirt next to the log, scan the waves once 
more, see nothing, turn back for the house.

 The sliding-glass door is still open. I squeeze through, 
hesitate, then shut it, lock it, and draw the blinds. Photos of 
David and David’s kids are framed along the hallway lead-
ing to the kitchen. I’ve never noticed them before. A bottle 
of cabernet is still setting on the island, uncorked, next to a 
wine-stained stemless glass. I empty the bottle into the glass, 
hyperventilate, turn off the kitchen light and head upstairs, 
dripping water and wine everywhere. I close my bedroom 
door. I walk over to the vanity and shake the last Lexapro 
from the translucent orange bottle on my nightstand and wash 
it down with the cabernet. I check my phone. A few unread 
texts from Jessie, Zora. I text Mom, “Where are you,” and 
I turn up the ringer and walk over to my bed. I sit down on 
the bed. I turn the ringer back down. I imagine getting in the 
Range Rover and just driving west, driving until it runs out 
of gas. I look out the open window above the headboard. I 
look at the grassy backyard. I look at the empty beach. At 
the weathered log down by the water’s edge. I look into the 
ocean. I think about shouting a boy’s name. I don’t. And 
before I lie down and fall into a deep sleep, from which I will 
not wake until noon tomorrow, I hear the bay boat, invisible 
all but two headlights cutting through the black. It spits water 
as it skirts the shore, continuing out of sight.

I’m
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